
 

         Leonay Public School  

 3/4T and 3/4L Newsletter  
Term 2, 2023 

Dear Parents and Carers,  
Welcome to our second newsletter for 2023. How time flies! 
Your lovely children are locked in and blasting off already this term. As their teachers, we are excited to see them 
grow in their knowledge and skills as well as learning to navigate friendships and social settings. This term we are 
having a focus on building the student’s resilience when conflicts arise and to use STAND strategies to support them 
in making decisions. Please talk to your child about their experiences at school on the playground and if there has 
been any conflict, take the time to walk through the scenario as a reflective exercise. Doing this helps students to 
understand their actions and the actions of others. It reinforces what we have been learning in our Rock and Water 
lessons. 

School reports will be distributed during the last week of term. If you have any questions, please contact your child’s 
teacher. 
Information about our Stage 2 camp will be coming in the next few weeks. We are off to Yarramundi towards the 
end of Term 3. 
 
Yours in learning alongside the students,  
Mrs Longhurst, Miss Mills, Mrs McKay and Mr Tsitos 

Upcoming Events in Term 2 
Friday 12 May – Mother’s Day Stall 
26 June- NAIDOC Day celebrations to be held at school 
Art gallery excursion to Lewers Gallery towards the end of term. Information to come in the 
following weeks. 

Homework 
• Home Reading – a minimum of 15 minutes sustained reading every day is hugely beneficial. Please prioritise 

this. Reading their library books gives children a broad range of books to choose from and allows them read 
both fiction and factual books.  

• Speaking & Listening Mini Projects– Students are asked to prepare and present on a set topic once in term 
2 (To be distributed Week 5/6). These projects will be carefully explained, and all background knowledge 
will be taught at school. This term’s project is aimed at developing students’ skills in persuading their 
audience and using visual aids  

• Spelling – Students are encouraged to access the Sound Waves website to practice their list words using 
the segmenting tool, then play other games related to the weekly phoneme. 

• Maths - To help your child with the recall of basic maths facts we have listed below some websites that help 
to boost this recall in a fun and engaging way. 

https://education.abc.net.au/home#!/resources/-/mathematics 
https://www.topmarks.co.uk/maths-games/hit-the-button 

 
 
 
 
 

STAND 
This term the whole school are focusing on developing strategies for each of 
our STAND sections.  
S=Stay Calm. T=Try to Ignore. A=Ask to stop. N=Never Fight. D=Duty teacher. 
Talk to your child about what they have been learning each fortnight. 

https://education.abc.net.au/home#!/resources/-/mathematics
https://www.topmarks.co.uk/maths-games/hit-the-button


Handwriting:  
Year 3 will revise basic letter formation and begin 
learning cursive entries. 
Year 4 will revise cursive entries and exits and begin 
practicing fluency joins.  

Term 2, Stage 2 Learning Overview 
English – Persuasive 
Speaking & Listening: Students will be learning how to plan, 
rehearse and present an informal debate.  
Reading: Student will be completing a detailed study on the 
reading strategies of monitoring and summarising. 
Monitoring involves children being word conscious as they 
pay close attention to the vocabulary of texts, ensuring 
they can say and understand the words used. Summarising 
requires children to note down the main idea and key ideas 
of a text.  
Writing: Students will be revising and building on their 
understanding of persuasive texts. structure. They will be 
learning how to use PEEL to structure their writing. 
P -point – What are you arguing? Make your point. 
E – example- back it up. 
E – explanation how your example supports your point. 
L- link this point to the next point in the following 
paragraph. 
Spelling: Sound Waves program will continue as per the 
following learning sequence: 
Week 2 – u as in umbrella 
Week 3 – h as in house and j as in jellyfish 
Week 4 – ai as in snail 
Week 5 – l as in lizard 
Week 6 – ee as in bee 
Week 7 – oo as in moon 
Week 8 – I as in ice-cream 
Week 9 – n as in net and ng as in ring 
Week 10 – oa as in boat 
Sound waves passwords: 
3/4T – school495 
3/4L – yummy125 
 

Mathematics 
Maths groups will continue Monday to Thursday. 
Groupings are flexible and students may move in and out 
of groups depending on their learning needs. 
All groups will be broadly focusing on: 
Whole Number: Using knowledge of place value to read 
and record numbers of up to four digits (year 3) or five 
digits (year 4); investigating how addition and 
subtraction are inverse operations; building 
multiplication facts up to 10 x 10 (Year 3) multiplying a 
two digit number by a one digit number (year 4); model 
and represent fractions including ½, ¼, 1/3, and 1/5; and 
strengthening mental strategies for addition and 
subtraction. 
Measurement and Geometry: Investigating and 
measuring perimeter and area of 2D shapes, recording 
volume and capacity; recognise that 1000mL=1L 
identifying, describing and classifying angles; 
investigating 3D objects and their nets; reading analogue 
and digital times to the minute (year 3) convert between 
units of time (year 4). 
Statistics and Probability: Conduct chance experiments, 
identify and describe possible outcomes and recognise 
variation in results.  
Students will participate in Fun Maths Friday activities in 
their classroom. These lessons are focussed on problem 
solving and hand-on learning in the measurement strand 
of our curriculum. 
History – First Contact continued from last term 
Students will be learning about the nature and 
consequences of contact between Indigenous 
Australians and those transported to Australia from 
Britain. They will investigate the changes that early 
British colonisation brought to Australia as they look at 
differing viewpoints on these changes.  
 

Science – Living World - Tomato troubles 
This unit is designed to capture students’ interest and find 
out what they think they know about living things, including 
plants and animals, their life cycles and dependence on 
each other and the environment to survive. 

PE – Fundamental Movement Skills 
Students will perform and refine their movement skills in a 
variety of movement sequences and contexts such as 
games, modified sports and where applicable PSSA Gala 
days.  

Personal Development 
Social and Emotional Key Competency – Relationship 
Skills 
Rock and Water lessons will continue this term where 
students learn to assess their strengths and limitations with 
a well-grounded sense of confidence. As well as how these 
can influence interactions with friends and peers. Students 
will also participate in Smiling Minds lessons to develop a 
greater sense of self awareness in understanding their 
emotions and strategies to self-regulate. 

Creative Arts – Music - The Rubbish Rap 
The aim of this piece is to explore the first steps to music 
making using speech. This can be identified as rhythmic 
speech, chant or rap. Speech is one of the most accessible 
and engaging ways to explore music and allows for easy 
integration into other key learning areas.  
In this piece, students will be engaged in learning a chant 
whilst exploring all musical concepts through a variety of 
learning experiences including performing, organising 
sound and listening.  
Rubbish Rap delves into a relevant topic of reducing, 
reusing and recycling. It forces children to think about this 
critical issue in an interesting and exciting way. 

 


